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Dear Steve,

The Empowerment
Center
704-493-2035 (w)
Charlotte, NORTH
CAROLINA (NC) 28262
United States
Website
Facebook

Our city (Charlotte) has been in the news sharing the story of
racial division and unrest that Our Nation has been facing and
reporting. Maybe together we can find solutions. Some say
peaceful rallies, protests, prayer. Others say riots, war, fighting
and boycotts. The answer is probably some hybrid of all of
these. There is no peace apart from war. The children of God
also fought and for those only speaking peace and prayer, well,
I believe that we have some understanding to do.
As a leader in the community people are asking me what to do.
I don't know. I hope that together we can find an answer.
If you are interested in coming to the table to have open
discussions set on finding solutions please opt-in. I may simply
notify you of some other organizations looking to make a
difference. We may decide to organize a separate meeting. I
am open to your suggestions and remain in constant prayer.

I will not petition this group again with this info. Only those
opting in will receive any additional notifications on this matter.
Join group (opt-in): A Real Discussion
The members of this group will not be shared, solicited or
otherwise disclosed. You will be able to opt out at any time.
You may forward this link to others who you feel will support
the solution finding activities. Those who are for us need not
be the same color, religion or race. You must opt-in. Just being
on The Empowerment Center of Charlotte NC Distribution
alone will not facilitate you receiving notifications for A Real
Discussion.
I hope to see you on the other side.
Lisa Santiago McNeill
CEO, Founder and Visionary
The Empowerment Center of Charlotte

Committed to Empowering the community through economic
independence with entrepreneurship.
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